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1. LOADDB. Load the test EDB.

2. RUN150. Load the test VSAM CTL file. This already contains the System Message Table and GTN Table updates.

3. LOADCTL. Load the test version of the DB2 CTL. This already contains the System Message Table and GTN Table updates.

4. LOADPAR. Load the test PAR.

5. RUN010. Run PPP010. Verify that the PPP0102 report displays the new DPIDI field.

6. RUN851. Run PPP851 to update the DB2 Gross-to-Net Table PPPGTN. Verify that the DPIDI field exists on the PPPGTN Table through SPUFI.

7. RUN741. Run PPP741 to update the History Gross-to-Net Table PPPGTNH. Verify that the DPIDI field exists on the PPPGTNH Table through SPUFI.

THIS COMPLETES THE BATCH TEST
ONLINE

This is to confirm that the Departmental PAR screens have been installed correctly. It also verifies that modifications to PAR Inquiry screens IDSP and ICHK/ICH2 are in place.

1. Logon to CICS and access the main PPS menu.

Result: The Online Applications Main Menu screen appears with the new ‘IDPR Departmental Inquiry’ line below the IPAR line.

2. Key IDPR in Next Func, and press Enter.

Result: The Departmental Inquiry Menu appears.

3. Key IBRS in Next Func and press Enter.

Result: The IBRS PAR Inquiry Employee Browse screen appears.

4. Key IDCA in Next Func and an S in column 2 of the second line for EIN 000050020, in that order.

Result: The IDCA Departmental Inquiry Check Address screen appears.

5. Key IDCS in Next Func and press Enter

Result: The IDCS Departmental Inquiry Simulated Check Stub screen appears


Result: The IDC2 Departmental Inquiry Simulated Check Stub screen appears.

7. Key IDGT in Next Func and press Enter.

Result: The IDGT Departmental Inquiry Summary of Grosses/Totals screen appears.

8. Key IDER in Next Func and press Enter.

Result: The IDER Departmental Inquiry Earnings Distribution screen appears.

Result: The IDDC Departmental Inquiry Deductions and Contributions screen appears.

10. Key IDHD in Next Func and press Enter.
Result: The IDHD Hours/Dollars Adjustments screen appears.

11. Key IDSP in Next Func and press Enter.
Result: The IDSP PAR Inquiry Check Address screen appears. The new ‘Comments:’ label in row 17 now appears, and 5-PrevRec and 6-NextRec functions are available.

12. Key ICHK in Next Func and press Enter.
Result: The ICHK PAR Inquiry Simulated Check Stub screen appears. The new 5-PrevRec and 6-NextRec functions are available.

Result: The ICH2 PAR Inquiry Simulated Check Stub screen appears. The new 5-PrevRec and 6-NextRec functions are available.

Result: The IDCS Departmental Inquiry Simulated Check Stub screen again appears.

15. Place the cursor under the ‘Year to Date’ field label and press F1.
Result: Field level HELP (GTN 1400 GROSS-TO-NET DESCRIPTION) window appears.

16. Press F3 and move the cursor 1 column to the left (an unused screen area), and press F1.
Result: The screen level HELP (PARHIDCS Dept PAR Simulated Check Stub) for IDCS appears.

17. Press F3, then key IDCA in Next Func and press Enter.
Result: The IDCA Departmental Inquiry Check Address screen again appears.

18. Place the cursor under the ‘Check Address’ field label and press F1.
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Result: Field level HELP (PPP0105 Check Address) window appears.

19. Press F3 and move the cursor 1 row above (row 8: an unused screen area), and press F1.
Result: The screen level HELP (PARHIDCA Dept PAR Check Address) for IDCA appears.

20. Press F3 and continue testing field and screen level HELP (as shown in steps 14-19 above) for other Departmental Inquiry screens as desired.

THIS COMPLETES THE ONLINE TEST